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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
ATTN: Document Control Desk, 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

--..Re: 	 EN47197 
Supplemental Report IA W 10CFR 20.2203 

This correspondence is a supplement to the report submitted on or about September 22, 2011. 

In the course of Integrity Testlab's investigation into this event, I questioned the radiographer and assistant 
radiographer if at any time during the day when they were performing radiography: 
:r If there were any unusual high readings when performing all the required radiation surveys with the ND

2000; and 
:r If there had been any alarming events from their assigned RA-500 rate alarm meters; and 
:r Had either one experienced an off scale condition on their assigned W -138 self-reading pocket 

dosimeters? 

During the course of the day, the radiographer and the assistant radiographer responded they had not 
observed or experienced any unusual surveys readings or experienced unusual alarms. Furthermore, each had 
recorded receiving 40mR on their pocket dosimeter at the end of shift. 

As previously reported, Integrity Testlab is confident that the dosimeter was accidently overexposed and that 
9.587R received on the dosimeter is not the exposure the assistant radiographer received. Integrity Testlab 
therefore will be assigning a permanent radiation exposure of 87mR to the assistant radiographer for the 
month of July, 2011. This amount (87mR) is identical to the radiographer's July recorded exposure. 

This exposure of 87mR is in line for the previous four (4) months of recorded doses as indicated in the table 
below: 

JAN-11 JUN-ll 
302mR 242mR 72mR 28mR 74mR 

6 Month Total for 2011 _----'-7-'-76-'---m_R__ 

If there any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me at 302-325-2365. 

Bill Batting 
INTEGRITY TESTLAB, Inc. 
QNSAFETYIRSO 
ASNT L-III #100898 
SAFETY and QUALITY in NDT 
bill@integritytestlab.com 

Cc: 	 Stacey Spike, President/Owner 
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